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Using flower petals, leaves, and other natural materials she finds in her garden and urban wild

areas, Flora Forager creates dreamy images that captivate her fans, especially on her wildly popular

Instagram feed. Now Flora's unique artwork is featured in this lovely blank journal, which became an

instant bestseller. This charming journal follows the seasons with beguiling images of bunnies,

birds, butterflies, and other whimsical scenes, all beautifully rendered with flowers and other

botanical elements. Featuring a deluxe package with rounded corners, a ribbon, and thick interior

paper, this keepsake journalâ€”filled with 80 percent new images, spot art throughout, and lined

pages for writingâ€”is sure to please Flora Foragerâ€™s avid fans and new users alike.
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Looking for a new journal? This is it! The book is filled with the beautiful botanical art of Flora

Forager (Bridget Beth Collins) as seen online, in magazines and on television. AND there is still

plenty of space to journal on high-quality paper pages. Just what I like... beauty AND practicality!

This book is stunning! I did a pre-order of this book, and was so surprised with the quality of the

artwork, and how the artwork was rarely duplicated throughout the book- even in such a large book.

I think this is a substantial journal, and the price point is great. I bought more to give as gifts! This is

such a gorgeous book and I would recommend as a house warming gift, teacher gifts, Mother's Day

gifts, etc. Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful!



I received this book from a Goodreads giveaway.Its a journal with plenty of blank pages for your

own thoughts. The pages feel heavy and sturdy. The binding seems solid. However, I just received

it and haven't put the journal "through the wringer" yet, so cannot speak to its long term durability.

The pages are not firmly attached to the spine. There is a red ribbon bookmark glued to the backs of

the pages, between the pages and the spine. The illustrations are beautiful and fanciful. Some of

the pictures that were created from flower petals, leaves, etc. are quite imaginative and very cute.

The corner images are repeated on multiple pages in the book, but the full page illustrations are not.

There are (I think) 149 pages of which 20 are full page illustrations or section headers and not

(techinically) usable for writing.

This journal is so beautiful, each page is stunning. I bought it as a gift for my aunt and had to buy a

few more as gifts and one for myself!

Beautiful photos, love the creativity of the artist! I preordered and was so excited when my journal

arrived this week. Worth the wait!

I've been following Flora Forager on Instagram for a year, loving the work that she does. When I

learned a journal with her work was coming, I preordered my copy and love it. So I just keep

ordering them for gifts and people love them! I even bought three to have on hand for last-minute

gifts! Thank you, Bridget Beth, for making your work so accessible for so many people!

So pretty!! I'm going to use it to record our upcoming vacation. It will be a beautiful way to remember

this and future trips.

Beautiful book perfect to write meaningful or whimsical thoughts
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